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TIGER TRAGKSTERS OVERWHELMS
CAPTURE FAST MEET FR3M DAVIDSON

GOAGR REED RESIGNS PLAGE HERE
TO ENTER GOVERNMENT SERVICE;
GOES TO CALIFORNIA ON MAY 15

YOUNG TIGERS WIN
TWO FROMPIEDMONT

W. D. Reed, popular member of the Clemson faculty and coach of the
Tiger track team, has resigned his position as Assistant Professor of Entomology and will leave for California on May 15 or a few days after that
date. He 'has accepted a post with the United States government entomological forces.
The place which he has just accepted comes as an opportunity to Coach
Reed, an opportunity too great for him to decline, although he states in
announcing his resignation, that it is with a great deal of regret that he
leaves Tigertown.
This is Reed's third year as a member of the Clemson faculty. In those
three year's he has become one of the most popular and valuable men on
the Clemson faculty. He is a graduate of Mississippi A. & M. College,
where he was a star track man, and his new appointment is testimony to his
professional ability. Since coming to Clemson he has indentified himself
with all branches of activity. Besides his regular work here, he has
coached .the cross country team all three years and the track team two
years, has taught a Sunday School class at the Methodist Church, and is
now secretary of the Clemson College Country Club.
Clemson's students, especially the members of the track team, are disappointed to learn of his leaving. His success with the track teams has
been extraordinary, and the spirit of the teams has been splendid. Every
man on the team loves him.

TIGERS HIT HEAVILY
TIGER SONGBIRDS
SING AT CONTEST IN BEATING GAM

,\

4

Murr Gets Homer While Herron, Salley, and Milling
Clemson's Glee Club, participating
Drive Three-Baggers
in the State Glee Club Contest in
Greenville last Friday night, gave
a splendid acoount of itself, and
Driving the ball to all corners of
many of the several hundred persons in the audience disagreed with the lot and playing jam-up ball in
ball
team
the judges in their decision giving the field, the Tiger
Gamecocks
Wofford first, Furman second, and trounced the Carolina
leaving the Tiger Songbirds entirely Friday 6 to 2. The sparkling features of the game were the triples
out of the running.
of Herron, Salley, and Milling and
Four of the college Glee Clubs of the four base hit by Murr. Luke
South Carolina, Clemson, Carolina, Sally continued to hit demoniacally
Furman, and Wofford, were entered and batted for a'percentage of onein the contest, which was held in thousand. Luke walked once, sacrithe auditorium of Greenville Wo- ficed once, and secured a triple and
man's College. All four of the clubs two singles.
presented their numbers with credit
Starting in the second frame, the
to themselves, and the competition
Tigers
battered Reaves' deliveries
was extremely close.
consistently, and Adams who relievEach club sang three numbers. A ed him in the seventh was touched
prize song, "The Cruise," was sung for six bingles in two innings. Bill
by each of the clubs. Then each Murr started the score card ticking
club rendered a light song of its own in the second round. He was the
selection. Clemson's being "Come first man up, and after sampling
to the Gay Feast of Song." Finally Reaves shoots, he picked a nice one
each club sang its college Alma Ma- and drove it deep into the center
ter.
field for a round trip of the bases.
The judges, Prof. A. S. Talmadge,
The Tigers scored in every frame
of Shorter College, Prof. Ninniss, but the tirst, fourth, and fifth. Hits
of Queen's College, and Prof. A. H. were plentiful and timely ,and good
Lowe, of Asheville, announced that base running helped roll up the
only a half-point margin separated score.
George Smith pitched
a
the first and second place winners, smooth consistent game, that was as
Wofford and Furman.
remarkable as it was effective. Not
Clemson's club, according to the a single man stroled to first on balls
whiffed
judges, was credited with first in and ten aspiring batters
the prize song and the Alma Mater, vainly at his baffling deliveries. For
but lost because of their light song. the visitors, Swink at short-stop
Many people, however, felt that the played a sparkling game in the field
Tigers should have been awarded He covered an immense amount of
territory, and robbed several batters
the decision.
of
looked certain to be base
The Tiger Songbirds had a better hitswhat
.
club this year than they have had
Triple Play
for several seasons past, and the
The fielding sensation of the game
popular opinion of audiences out was
a triple play that the infielders
over the state has been that Clem- pulled
the eighth frame. Herron
son's was the best club in Suulh Smith, inMurr
and Sally functioned
Carolina.
This is a particularly in the play which
cut short a
fine showing, because of the fact threatened
rally by the Gamecocks.
that all the other clubs have proBox Score
fessional musicians as
directors, Clemson
AB R H PO A E
while the Tiger club is trained by Herron, 2b
5 1 1 4 2.0
a student, W. A. Shands.
Melton, cf
4 0 0 1 0 0
—W. W. B.
(Continued on page 2)
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No-Hit Game for "Lefty" Cox
in First and Cub Slugfest
in Second

COACH W. D. REED

GHRONICLE ELECTS
STAFFJOR YEAR
Fred Leitzsey Chosen Editor
With Capable Set of
Associates
The new Chronicle staff has been
elected by the men who comprised
the staff this year. These men to
whom falls the responsibility for
the college magazine next year, have
been selected for their positions on
account of their several abilities,
and partly on the basis of the work
done in the English department.
The men selected for next year's
staff are: F. B. Leitzsey, editor-inchief; H. E. Gaffney, Senior literary editor; E. R. Alexander, managing editor; J. B. McKerley; cliffpings and comments editor; W. R.
Elliott, exchange editor; C. E. Hawkins, joke editor; R. E. Smith, circulation manager; W. C. Brown,
junior co-operative editor; G. E.
Metz, junior literary editor; J. R.
McTeer, junior literary editor; G. C.
DuPre, assistant exchange editor.
During the past year the Chronicle
has had hard sailing, and there have
been times when it seemed that the
lack of material and writers would
prove fatal; however, the magazine
weathered the storms that characterized this scholastic year and now,
it is put into the hands of the new
staff, there is grea hope that next
year wil prove far more successful
than the past has been.
—R. H. S.

TWO QUESTIONS
There are two questions every
Clemson student should ask himself:
t. Are you a Tiger?
2. If you are, what makes
you a Tiger?

Piedmont invaded the Tiger lair
Wednesday and started in to tease
our "Cubs."
The "Cubs" then put
their heads and arms together and
by playing tight baseball repulsed
the invaders, defeating them one to
nothing.
Our rats did themselves
proud with a neat exhibition of
baseball for their first game
at
home. Cox pitched a no-hit no-run
game to the visitors and the team
stayed right in behind him. Dunlap,
Bethea, Moore, Cox, and Eskew each
got hits but it was Hudgens' home
run that won the game.
The Piedmont boys played a good
game in the field and, although they
were not as lucky at bat here as
at home they deserve praise as clean
ball players and good sportsmen.
Gill pitched good ball for the visitors and his infield was on its toes
all of the time.
The batteries for
Wednesday's game were Gill and
Wilder for Piedmont and Cox and
Atkinson for Clemson.
PIEDMONT VS. CLEMSON
First Game
Piedmont
AB R H PO A E
Sweiney, ss
4 0 0 4 0 0
Smith, cf
3 0 0 10 0
Sheridan, rf
4 0 0 0 0 0
Wilder, c
2 0 0 13 2 0
Gill, p
3 0 0 2 0 0
Copeland, If
3 0 0 0 0 0
White, lb
2 0 0 16 0
Scott, 2b
3 0 0 10 0
McMillan, 3b
10 0 111
xScarlboro
10 0 0 0 0
xxMiller
- 10 0 0 0 0
Total
27 0 0 23 9 1
Clemson
AB R H PO A E
Hudgens, 2b
2 113 11
Albrecht, 3b .... 2 0 0 0 11
Martin, If
3 0 0 0 0 0
Bethea, cf
4 0 110 0
Dunlap, ss
4 0 2 10 0
Moore, rf
4 0 10 0 0
Manning, lb
3 0 0 6 4 4
Atkinson, c
10 0 7 0 0
Cox, W. H, p ...._ 3 0 14 0 2
xxxEskew,
10 10 0 0
xxxxCox, E. R. ... 1 0 0 3 0 0
By Innings:
Totals
28 1 7 27 6 8
Clemson
000 000 100—1
Piedmont
000 000 000—0
Summary:
Sacrifice hits, Hudgens, Smith, Wilder, Scott.
Two
(Continued on page 2)

TIGER SPORT

Take All First Places in Track
Events and Split
Field Events
The Tigers had little trouble in
winning their third dual meet of
the season. Some good time was
made by Robinson, Mace and Roy.
Finklea completely outclassed his
opponents in the weight throwing.
The time of the 100 yards and
440 yards were exceptionally good,
Robinson winning the first in 10
seconds flat and Roy coming in ahead on the quarter in 51 3-5 seconds. In the 100 yard dash, John
Currie, a Davidson freshman was
entered unofficially and cime in
first in 9 4-5 seconds. He promises
to make someone step next year.
The details of the meet are as
follows:
100 yard dash: Robinson (Clemson) first; Goodykontz (Davidson) ;
Mitchell (Clemson); time 10 flat.
80 0-yard run:
Newman (Clemson) first; Cannon (Clemson); McConnell (Davidson); time 2:02 1-5.
120 yard high hurdles:
Mace
(Clemson) first; Anderson (Davidson) Gracey (Davidson); time 16
4-5.
2-mile run:
Hart
(Clemson)
first; E. C. Sease (Clemson) Williford (Davidson); time 10:46 2-5.
220-yard dash: Robinson( Clemson) first; Goodykontz (Davidson);
Brand (Davidson) 22 4-5.
2 20-yard low
hurdles:
Mace
(Clemson) first; Anderson (Davidson) Blakeley (Clemson) 27 4-5.
1-imile run; R. E. Sease (Clemson) first; Cullum (Clemson); McConnell (Davidson) time 4:46 2-5.
4 40-yard dash: Roy
(Clemson)
first; Brand (Davidson)
second;
Goodykontz (Davidson) time 51 3-5.
Pole vault:
Henderson (Clemson) first; Anderson
(Davidson)
Cartee (Clemson) height: 10:10.
Shot put:
Finklea (Clemson)
first;
Boggs
(Davidson)
Long
Davidson) distance 38:9.
High Jump: Calhoun (Davidson)
first; King (Clemson);
Cartee
(Clemson) Height 5:8
Discus Throw: Finklea (Clemson)
first; Tennant (Clemson) Bohannon
(Davidson) distance 113 ft.
Broad Jump; McMillan (Davidson) first; Dupre (Clemson); King
(Clemson) distance 20 ft. 9 inches
Javelin throw: McComb (Davidson) first; Dupre (Clemson) Gracey
(Davidson) distance 155 ft. 1-4 inch
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Reames are
receiving congratulations upon tha
arrival of a daughter on April 19,
19 25. Mr. Reames, who is known
to his numerous friends as "Jack",
is the athletic director of the Parker High School in Greenville, and
used to be a Clemson star athlete.

SCHEDULE

Thursday, April 30—Baseball, P. O. at Clinton.
Tennis—State Meet at Spattanburg.
Friday, May 1—Baseball—Newberry at Newberry.
Rat Baseball—Newberry at Clemson.
Saturday, May 2—Baseball, U. of South Carolina at Columbia.
Track, State Meet at Clinton.
Monday, May 4—Baseball, Aubui-n at Anderson.
Tuesday, May ~t—Rat Baseball, Oak Ridge at Clemson.
Wednesday, May 6—at Baseball, U. S. Carolina at Clemson.
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TIGER
YOUNG TIGERS WIN TWO

reoaded by the tXaju of '91

CAMPOS NOTES

CLOBS AND SOCIETIES

By Joe

AG. SOCIETY

PsUMed v*ekly by the Corpa of
Cadets of Clemson College.
One of the most enjoyed social
Official organ of the Clemson AthI#tie Association and the Clemson events of the week was the Silver
Tea, given at the Y. M. C. A. on
Alwautl Association.
Wednesday night for the purpose of
raising money to be used tor the
Subscription Rates
upkeep of the Old Stone Church. It
Nine Months (weekly)
$1.50 was enjoyed by all present and was
Six Months (weekly
$1.0{ a great success in every way.
Average Circulation 25o9
Entered as Second Class Matter
at tse Post Office at Clemson Collet*. South Carolina.
W. W. BRYAN
J. B. CAUGHMAN
J. B. CROSS
D. H. ROSS
E. W. CARPENTER
J. K. AVENT
W. C. BROWN
J. A. WARREN
J. H. BAKER
H. L. BALDWIN ....
F. B. LEITZSEY
L. E. CROMER
J. A. MILLING

Editor-in-Chief
Bus. Manager
Associate Ed.
Associate Ed.
.... Athletic Ed.
Asso. Ath. Ed.
Asso. Ath. Ed.
Social Ed.
Club News Ed.
Y. M. C. A. Ed.
Joke Ed.
Asso. Joke Ed.
Asso. Joke Ed.

Staff Reporters
G. E. METZ
R. H. MITCHELL
J. KERSHAW
F. L. SANDEL
Circulation Department
S. M. McKEOWN Circulation Mgr.
G. H. BRODIE
Asso. Cr. Mgr.
R. H. GARRISON
Asso. Cir. Mgr.

€biliXfinh
The Tiger this week is using typa
with less space between the lines in
order to get more reading matte
into a four-page paper.
We have
not decided yet whether or not the
change will be permanent.
Expressions of approval or disapproval
from our readers will be appreciated

At the meeting of the Agricultural Society last Thursday evening
a very interesting debate was held
on the question of whether there
should be more practical instead of
so much theoretical work in the
curriculum at Clemson. Mr. W. W.
Hane defended the affirmative side,
while Mr. J. H. McCormac opposed
The Thursday Morning
Bridge him.
The decision of the judgeB
Club was entertained by Mrs. J. D. was given in favor of the negative
Harcombe at her home last Thursside. Mr. B. W. Freeland then gave
day morning.
the current events after which a
Misses Virginia Shanklin, Mary B. business session was held, in which
Robertson,
and
George
Bratton officers for the ensuing term were
spent part of last week in Atlanta elected.
attending Grand Opera.
The following officers were elected:
H. J. Henderson, Vice PresiMiss Elizabeth McKenzie and Miss
Mary Aida Anderson, from Converse dent; E. A. McCormac, senior critic;
College, were the weew-end guests R. D. Steer, secretary; W. W. Hane,
of Mrs. John McSween.
corresponding secretary; and G. L.
Jones, sergeant at arms.
Mrs. D. W. Daniel entertained
Plans for a "feed" were then disthe Book Circle of the
Womans
Club on Wednesday afternoon. Dur- cussed, after which the society ading the afternoon refreshments were journed, the next meeting to be held
served in the form of strawberries April 30.
and cream with cake.
k —W. W. H.

Mrs. Fitzpatrick
entertained
a
few cadets and young ladies of
the campus at an informal dance in
her home
on
Saturday
evening
Visitors on the campus who were
present were Miss Mary Miller of
Seneca, and Misses Elizabeth McKenzey and Mary Aida Anderson of
Converse College.
A number
of
campus
people
motored to Greenville on Saturday
evening to see "Mitzi" in her latest
play, a musical comedy, "The Majic
Ring."

The social given by the members
of the "H"
Company's
Morning
Watch Group last Thursday afterCOACH REED
noon was enjoyed by all. Members
of the group wish to thank the girls
of the campus for their cooperation
When Prof. Doyle Reed
leaves in making the social a success.
Clemson on May 15, this institutio
will lose a capable teacher, an inIn its account of the Ladies' Dance
spiring coach, and a Christian gentlelast week, The Tiger unintentionally
man.
omitted the names of two ladies
An expert in his profession of en who were on the
committee
in
tomology, Reed has not been con- charge of the dance, with Miss
tent to confine himself narrowly to Margaret Sadler.
They were Mrs.
the subject matter of his line, but F. C. Anderson and Mrs.
M.
E.
has worked zealiously for the good Bradley.
of Clemson.
He has been a real
friend to all the student body and
a personal friend to many of us.
On the track he has developed
teams that have made their marfr
teams that have blazed Clemson's
name through the higher circles of
the Southern Conference more than
The Clemson Rat team returned
any other Tiger aggregations of the from Demorest defeated but not
last few years.
Those teams have
been marked by an
indomitable beaten. The Tiger Cubs lost both
spirit, the spirit of Coach Reed games to the Piedmont Colege boys,
himself, and of the Tiger.
An<7 the score of Friday's game being the
Coach Reed has aimed at the bis same as that of Saturday's, 3 to 1.
marks, the important meets of the The rats labored hard both at bat
South, instead of the small
fry.
That is a policy Clemson needs to and in the field, but were unable to
adopt whole-heartedly in every a< prevent the winning runs that detivity.
cided the game. In the first game,
Clemson College appreciates the the Cubs led in hits, getting seven
many things Coach Reed has done to the Piedmont boys' six, but the
for this institution. We all v.
home team proved superior on a
him the best of success wherever he
rolling field, and held the Tigers to
may go.
only one run.
The fact that the
young Tigers are not used to a hilly
BATTING AVERAGES
AV outfield handicapped them.
AB
H
Player
.315
57
18
Murr.
First Game
.307
39
12
Sallv
By innings:
.286
61
17
Price
R. H. E.
.250
12
3
Chappell
.235 Piedmont
34
8
102 000 000—3
6
2
Martin
.227 Clemson
22
5
Smith
000 000 001—1
7
5
.222
9
2
Woodside
Second Game
.203
59
12
Harmon
By
innings:
.200
60
12
Herron
R. H. E.
.200
25
5
Bethea
.191 Piedmont
47
9
Melton
200 001 000—3
7
2
.174
31
6
Milling
Clemson
000 010 000—1 5 2
.162
37
16
Jones, R. C.
—J. K. A.
.150
27
4
McGill
.143
21
3
Keel
.000 I went to a fountain with Mary,
3
0
McGraw
I met with an awful mishap;
1
0
.000
Stewart
.000 For I awkardly emptied a bottle
1
0
Tison
.000
Of soda all over her lap.
3
0
Jones, W. E.
—J. K. A. But Mary was gentle and gracious
(There are few so tactful as she),
No father should cuss a son who For smiling with perfect composure,
Said sweetly: "The drinks are on
brings home a bride from college
me."
this spring. Suppose
it were
a
•—Baptist Student
saxophone.

RATS LOSE TWICE
TO PIEDMONT NINE

PALMETTO SOCIETY
Last Friday night the Palmetto
Literary Society held its regular
meeting with an exceptionally good
program. It sems that the members
are at least beginning to realize the
true value of the training that can
be obtained from Literary Societies
at Clemson.
The following named men were on
the program: Debaters, J. F. Corban
W. H. Pruitt, E. R. Alexander, and
J. E. Youngblood; declaimer, W. C.
Traxler; reader, J. L. Sutherland;
essayist, W. A.
Hambright.
All
showed that much preparation had
been made.
After the conclusion of the program, two new members, M.
M.
Campbell and J. K. Sadler, were admitted into the society. The society
decided to permit new members to
join during the remainder of the
session without having to pay this
year's dues.
If you are not a member of a
society this is your opportunity to
join a real live society.
Come up
and try us. We will make you feel
at home.
FEELEY

TALKS

TO

DAIRYMEN

The Dairy Club was entertained
on last Thursday by a very interesting, as well as instructive lecture
given by Dr. Feeley. He talked on
the diseases most prevalent among
dairy cattle of today, giving some
very interesting facts relating to the
causes, preventions, and treatments
of them.
The quality of the lecture, due to Dr. Feeley's capability,
made it highly enjoyable. After the
business had been attended to, refreshments were served and
the
meeting adjourned.
All prospective dairymen should
attend such meetings as this for
their personal benefit as well as the
welfare of the society.
—J. R. P.

PALMETTO

Clemson
001
220 350 i
Piedmont
020
000 000
•>
Summary:—Two base hit, Hudgens; three base hit, Dunlap; Home
(Continued on Page Four)
run, Sweiney; struck out by Sweinev
Bases on balls
base hits, Dunlap.
Home
runs, 51 by McDaniel 2.
Hudgens. Bases on balls off Cox 3, off McDaniel 1; double play Hudoff Gill3. Struck out by Cox 7, by gens and Manning.
Gill 11.
Hit by pitcher, by Cox
—J- K. A.
(Wilder and Gill)
TIGERS HIT HEAVILY
xBatted for White in ninth.
xxBatted for McMillan in ninth.
IN BEATING CAROLINA
xxxSubstituted
for Moore
in
(Continued from First Page)
eighth.
Sally, 3b
3
1 3 13 0 0
xxxxSubstituted for Albrecht
in
Bethea, rf
3
0
0 0 0 1
sixth.
Murr, lb
5
2 3
8 0 0
3
Second Game
Price, ss
° 1 1 2 0
If the rats played a good game Milling, If
2
12 2 0 0
Wednesday they played a better one Keel, c
2
0 0 12 2 o
Thursday overwhelming the visitors Smith, p
4
110 4n
and routing them in consternation. xHarmon
0
0 0 0 0 6
We were proud of our rat
team
Wednesday but when they opened
Total
31
6 1129 10~7
up the next day and showed us some Carolina
AB R H PO A E
of the stuff that made them vic- Jeffords, 3b
3
1
1
l
i <j
torious over the state teams we had Brabham, rf
3
0
2 1 o 0
reason to be prouder still of the Rhelton. rf
3
0
1
3 4 0
baby tigers.
Rat "Floopy" Dunlap Swink, ss
4
0
1
3 4 Q
played a wonderful game of baseball Smith, lb
4
0
2 10 0 0
at short and also scored three runs Miller, 2b
4
0
1
1
0 0
for his team. Out of five times at Richard, cf
4
0
1
1
0 0
bat he knocked out four hits, and Jackson, c
4
1
1
5 x 0
in the field he threw out seven run- Reaves, p
2
0
1
1 5 n
ners at first. At this rate "Floopy" Adams
0
0
0
0 0 0
bids fair to hold down short stop for
the varsity next year.
McDaniel
Totals
31
2 11 26 16 ~~(\
held the Piedmont boys to five hits, Score by innings:
struck out two, and walked only C. A. C.
011 002 llx 6 11 1
one.
"Bill" Bethea always is a S. C. U.
110 000 000 2 10 2
hearty hitter and Thursday he held Summary—Hit by pitcher, by Smith
up his record as high as ever by (Adams and Jeffords)
Struck outdriving out three long hits and scor- by Smith 10: by Reaves
2, bying two runs.
Adams 1.
Wild
pitches
Smith
Base on Balls Adams
Hudgens pulled a pretty double Reaves 2.
Ball—Jackson
Home
when he scored up a hot one right 7; Passed
off the bat, stepped on the bag and runs—Murr; three base hits—Herhurled the old horsehide to Frank ron, Sally, Milling; two base hits
sacrifice
hits—BrabManning on first.
Big "Bud" Es- Brabham;
kew went in in the eighth slam- ham, Shelton, Melton, Sally, Milling
med out along one and ran in a Keel.
Umpire—Ruth.
score.
Manning, Cox, and Martin
also scored, running the count to
thirteen to nothing in favor of the
Not Guessing
young Jungaleers.
Rastus (at poker
game)-—How
PIEDMONT VS. CLEMSON
yo' know Ah ain't playin' honest?
Sambo—Cause Ah
knows what
Second Game
Clemson
AB R H PO A E cards Ah dealt yo."—West Point
Pointer.
Hudgens, 2b .... 6
2 2
5 10
Martin, If
4 2
2 10
0
Moore, rf
4 0 0 10
0
SPRING
Bethea, cf
5 2 3
10
0
FOOTWEAR
Dunlap. ss
5 3
4 7 0
2
Cox, E. R. 3b
5 2 13
0
0
Manning, lb
5 1 1 0 11
(
Atkinson, c
5 0 110
0
McDaniel, p
5
0 12
0
0
AND
xEskew, If
11110
0
FROM PIEDMONT

WALKOVER

Totals
... 45 13 16 27 12
2
Piedmont
AB R H PO A E
Smith, cf
4 0 2 10
0
Sheridan, If .... 4 0 0
0
0
0
Gill, 3b
4 0 0
6 0
1
Wilder, c
3 10 3
0
0
Sweiney, p
3 1110
0
Copeland, If
4 0 110
2
White, lb _
4 0
1 1 14
2
Scott, 2b
3
0 0
2 0
McMillan, cf
10 0 5 11
xxScarlboro
10 0 0 0
0
Totals
By Innings:

31

2

5 24 15

MOTHERS

FLORSHEIM
SHOES
The Standard Shoes
We have an Excellent Selection of New Shirts.

:i

JUDGE" KELLER

'The Cadet's Friend"

DAY MAY 10

SPECIAL BOXES OF CANDY FOR
THIS OCCASION
CUT FLOWERS BY ORDER

BREAKS RECORD

The attendance at the Palmetto
Literary Society last Friday nigh'
surpased all attendance records of
the year.
The program was exceptionally
good and was enjoyed by all. The
folowing men were on the program
Debators, G. E. Metz, R. M. Foster,
J. M. Fleming, and W. E. Martin;
Declaimer, W. F. Corbin, Orator, C.
M. Littlejohn; Reader, R. D. Croxton; Joker, J. E. Earle.
After the program the following
new members were admitted: F. B.
Skinner, W. T. Burgess, L. B. Reed,
J. A. Stevenson, J. H. Hardee, C. G.
Latham, and W. P. Durst.
The Palmetto is
making rapid
strides ahead.
lit is your duty to
help keep it going.
R. M. F.

Our Clemson Specialties Include
Loose Leaf Note Books
Note Book FiMers
Lefax Not« Beoks
Eversharp Pencils
Fountain Pens
Stationery

Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES

L. CLEVELAND MARTIN DRUG STORE
>&&4*H
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TEXTILE MEN ATTEND
WEAVERS CONVENTION

t
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Jack Law, Henery Coleman, and
McCormick, after showing his girl
Jack Law, Henry Coleman, and over campus—would you like to see
Tom Bailies will now sing, "The the apairy now?
Prisoners Song."
Pair one—Yes you adorable boy
—I have always adored monkeys.
Major Darby: I made an "I" on
Steam.
Garnet (To Carter Newman in
Young Lady:
What does that Prof. McAllister's class room). "You
stand for, Ignorant?
are the biggest fool in this classroom."
Prof. "Mac"—Boys, boys, I dare
Red Mitchell will now singsay, you forget that I am here.
'Kat' made a dog out of me."
Finklea: "Want'er go to Aiken?"
Father: "Son,
there's nothing
"Mac" Salley: "Yere"
worse than to be old and broken."
Finklea:—"Eat a quart of raw
Son: "Yes, father; to be young
peanuts."
and broke." ■—Ex.

I'

*

(Prof. Kavanaugh to Earnest Carpenter:—) Keep quiet Carpeter, you I sit in my room after long-roll,
talk as much as your red-headed
My thoughts they continually
brother down stairs.
roam;
I can't make myself concentrate,
For I think of the girl back home.
Prof. Camipbell—What kind of
shoes do you think I should wear
She has lips of the deepest^ crimson
with these golf hose?
She—Hip boots.
And eyes like pools of fire,
She can save my soul from damnation
She—How dare you! Papa said
She can sink it deep in the mire.
he would kill the first man who
kissed me.
He—How interesting-—and did he Her face is a beautiful picture
Having such wonderful hair;
Tonight such a vision of rapture
Papa Glenn—Rapping on desk—
Permates the surrounding air.
order! gentlemen order!
"Red" Mitchell—(Just awakening) But her heart belongs to no man,
egg sandwich and a cup of coffee.
And she couldn't be mine on a
bet,
Prof. Holmes—Well why didn't So I'll blame this confounded vision
you say something?
To the smoke of this cigarette.
"Rat" Meacham—I am waiting
J. A. B.
for history to repeat itself.
Explained
Tom Kitchen to Librarian—"May
I get "Black Oxen or "The Covered
The
sweet
young
thing visited the
Wagon?"
hospital. She went to call on Tom.
Libarian—What do you think this Reckless Tom they called him beis, The college farm?
cause he always believed that hie;
silly six could beat any he-man locoLady Visitor—You say you have motice to the grade crossing. Tom
been on the force here eight years? was considerably wrapped up
in
Why don't you wear service stripes bandages. As a matter of fact only
on your sleeves?
part of one eye coul dbe seen.
Chief Allison—I don't wear them,
"Oh, Tommy," said the sweet
they chafe my nose.
young thing, "was you head hurt?'
"No—no, indeed," said Reckless
Rat "Mouse"—"What's the dif- Tom. 'Only my ankle was hurt.
ference between the death of
a These bandages slipped up."
sculptor and that of a hair dresser?' Some girls will and some girls won't
"Angel Face" Hardee—"I don't Some girls do and some girls don't;
know."
Others might and possibly would;
Rat "Mouse"—"The hair-dresser Several may and no doubt should;
curls up and dyes and the sculptor Wear longer dresses.
makes faces and busts!
—Ex.

CONCERT ORCHESTRA ENGINEERS VISIT
PLAYS IN ANDERSON
TALLULAH FALLS

Un.«i

.•

k .*•

TIGER

To a small, but interesting audience at Anderson College the concert orchestra gave their
second
music recital Monday night.
The
music was fine in every respect especially the cello, violin, piano triowhich
played
Liebestrame
No.
3.
Also the violin solos by Zagora,
and Carter won much applause.
The program as rendered was as
folows:
Triumphal March from "Aida"—
Verdi.
Hungarian Dance
No. 5—Brahms.
"Andante Cantabile" for Strings—
TscliKikowski.
The Old Refrain —Kreisler.
Violin Solo by O. F. Zagora.
Selections
From
Famous
Symphonies:—
"Minuet" From G Minor Symphony—Mozart.
"Andante" From Surprise Symphony—Haydn.
"Andante Cantabile" From
1st
Symphony—Beethoven.
Introduction to "Faust" —Gounod
Liebestraume No. 3 —Liszt.
Violin, Cello, Piano
Moment Musical—Shubert.
Moorish Dance (Clarinets
and
Cello)—Kaiser.
Rondino (Arr. By Kreisler)—Beethoven.
Violin Solo by H. M. Carter
Slumber Sweetly—Beaumont.
Con Amore —Beaumont.
—J. K.

Mechanical and
Electrical
Juniors and Seiors Inspect Po^er Plant

The Textile Seniors accompanied
by Professors Cheatham and Eaton,
attended the divisional meeting if
the Weavers division of the Southern Textile Association held at Anderson last Wednesday. The convention opened in the community
house of the Equinox Mills with a
luncheon at which the delegates,
some two hundred in number, were
welcomed. The sessions extended
from ten o'clock in the morning until four in the afternoon.
L. L. Brown, superintendent of
the Clifton Manufacturing Company, Clifton, S. C, chairman of the
division, presided.
At both the morning and afternoon sessions, the many problems of
the weave room were discussed.
Those subjects receiving most attention were of an economic nature,
and the discussion of them proved
interesting and helpful in every way.
After it had been decided that
the next meeting of the Association
would be held in June at Asheville,
N. C, the convention came to a
close.
—G. F. M.
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APOLLO DUO PLEASES
Y, M. G. A, NEWS
LYCEOM_AUDIENCE
At Vespers, Sunday night, Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Give Best Foster filled the time by answering
Entertainment of This
and expanding questions written
out and submitted by cadets and
Season's Course
others of the audience. These anA large audience composed of the swers were so instructive and interthat when we thought he
cadets and the campus residents was esting
amazed and delighted by the inter- had just started to talk it was time
esting performance of the Apollo for Long Roll. This was the last
of his talks here and we are all
Duo on last Saturday evening in the sorry
that he could not stay with
college chapel.
us longer because, as those who
The talented Mr. and Mrs. Wells, have been hearing him know, you
with their charming personalities
begin to appreciate him until
and unusual musical ability, accom- can't
you've heard him three or four
plished unheard of wonders with
We are glad that we were
the banjo, bassoon, and saxophone. times.
able to have him even for the short
The rotund, jovial Mr. Wells de- time he was here.
lighted the
audience
with
his
humorous sketches and dramatic renSaturday night is "Freshman
ditions.
His equal on the banjo Night" at the "Y". We would adhas not been seen here befor, for he vise you New Boys to get your dates
could invest the instrument with all now so you can be certain of havthe majestic dignity of a Beethoven ing plenty of "skirts" in the party.
minuet.
Members of the other classes are
The charming Mrs. Wells gave a asked to hunt another playground
number of pianologues which never and let the Rats have the "Y"
failed to bring a hearty applause Saturday night.
from the audience.
Clemson was extremely fortunate
Don't miss Evening Watcn at the
in securing the performance of the "Y" after supper every Tuesday and
Apollo Duo and the students hope Thursday evening—nice little short
that the succeeding performances talks and discussions—come and
will be of as high an order as the bring a friend.
one just witnessed.
—H. L. B.
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OF GREENVILLE
Will Be at Clemson on Next

t

On last Saturday a large number
of Junior and Senior Mechanical and
Electricals, under the supervision of
Professors Rhodes, Carpenter, Kavanaugh, and Watkins, made a very
instructive as well as enjoyable visit
to Tallulah Falls, Georgia. The purpose of this trip was to make a
study of the construction and operation of a large power plant. An inspection was made of the Tallulah
Falls Power Plant, Tugalo Dam
and Power Plant, and the new
Yonah Dam which is being constructed about three miles south
of the Tugalo Dam, paying special
attention to the mighty turbines.
The tourists were greatly impresser
by the massive works of masonry
the ingenious electrical machinery,
the miles of singing wires, and the
natural beauty of the country.
To mix a little pleasure in with
the trip, several members of the «♦
party remained overnight at Lakemont, on Tallulah River, to receive
instructions in angling from Professor Kavanaugh, who proved himseli'
to be a fisherman as well as a "hotair" producer.
—D. H. R. ♦♦♦
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 6TH
with a complete stock of

Clothing, Hats, Shoes, Shirts, Caps
and Furnishings for Spring
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They will have a complete stock with them and
can make deliveries of suits or other articles on
the spot where desired. If preferred orders can
be booked for later delivery.

DISPLAY AT Y. M. G. A, ALL DAY NEXT
WEDNESDAY, MAY 6TH
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JUNIOR-SENIOR DAY
HORNETS TAKE GAME OLEMSON RATS
FAST PPR9ACHING
LOSE TO FORMAN
FROMJIGER NINE
Clemson Offensive Strong But
Monday afternoon saw the young Mess Hall Being Decorated—
"Tigers" meet the embryo "HurriFurman Bunches Hits
Merrimakers to Play
cane" on Riggs' field in a battle for
To Win
For Dance
supremacy of the diamond.
Both
teams
looked
good
and
it
was
hard
The Tigers suffered a set-down
The Junior-Senior Banquet
and
at the hands of Billy Laval's Hor- to pick out the winners at first Dance, to be held on the night of
sight.
But
the
visitors
won
9
to
2.
nets last week to the tune of 7 to 4.
The cubs pushed ahead and fin- May 8, will be the two outstanding
Chappel, who has shown such sparks
social events of this year on the
of brilliancy at various times, could ished the second inning with two campus.
runs
to
their
credit
while
the
visiThe Banquet is to be given oy
THE BATTING AVERAGES are published in this issue of the Tiger not get going, and after walking two tors had two goose eggs with which
Some apologies are perhaps due our readers for their tardy appearance men and pitching three balls to the to adorn the score board. But here the Junior class in honor of the
next, he was benched. Pat Harmon
senior class. The plans for the banbut certain circumstances and other reasons have made it inadvisable to took his place and gave up nine it seemed that the old chronic kill- quet are in the hands of the mess
ing,
"Spring
Fever,"
laid
his
hands
publish them previously .to this date. BILL MURE is on the pinnacle of hits during the remainder of the
on the Tigers and allowed the officer, Mr. J. D. Harcombe. The
the batting peak, and it has been his consistent and conscientious playing game.
"Purple
Breeze" to run away with mess hall is being decorated and alWith the exception of the first
that has hoisted him' there. Luke Sally has been banging the ball in a
things.
The
visitors began to dash though the decorations are not as
and fourth innings Pat held a veritphenominal manner of late, and he lags behind Bill by only a few points. able duel with Laval's star pitcher the ball into the outfield for two elaborate as they were last year
thev will be just as pretty.
It may be of interest to know that in the last three games Sally has bat- Minnick. Furman scored by bunch- and three base hits and Burns and
The dance following the banquet
Rowl
each
knocked
the
old
horseing
hits
in
the
opportune
moments,
tered the horsehide sphere for an average of 642.
will be given by the Junior and
hide
pill
for
a
home
run.
these instances occuring in conjuncOur rats hit as well as usual but Senior Dancing Clubs in conjunction with free bases on balls to give
The
"Merrimakers"
from
HONOR THE BALL TEAM and our netmen. Wofford has a strong the Hornets, an advantage that the were unable to score on account of tion.
the game they played last week. team so has Carolina, but we are hard-playing Tigers could not over- the speed with which their oppon- Greenville will play for the occasion
The Tigers have hit a good stride still counting on the State contest come. The Tiger offensive playing ents handled their hits.
To Rat so the music is bound to be good.
All cadets should write to their
now, and everybody is counting on to bring out some unforeseen results that has been so prominent in the "Floopy" Dunlap and Frank Mangirls immediately so that they may
a brilliant finish in the State Race.
* * *
ning
go
the
honors,
for
they
were
last three games was up to par.
make plans to come to the banquet.
Erskine, P. C, U. S. C, Newberry,
A SMASHING VICTORY marks The team secured enough hits and the ones to come into home with the Names should be put on list so the
and Auburn are flaunting
their
only
runs
the
"Tigers"
made.
The
runs for a victory, but the Hornets
challenges at the Tigers this week the trail that the track team left i drive coupled with favorable cir- rats worked hard for the victory committee will know how many exand we are confident that the Tiger thru the Davidson cinder-ipaths. The cumstances deprived us of a win.
but the Furman Freshmen have a pect to attend. The dance list Is
is not going to return from his ■men who have been doing brilliant
good team as they would never have in Room 408 and the reception list
Tiger Scores
hunting foray with an unappeased work all year shone with unabated
gone
away victorious.
Manning is in Room 76.
In the second frame, Bethea gainappetite. Gamecocks and Tigers ardor in the Old North State. The ed the initial platter on second snatched a hot one, shoulder high
from the plains of Alabama will Davidsonians failed to take a single baseman
error.
Murr advanced out of the air in the fifth and stepfirst place in the track events, and
make a nice menu.
him with a sharp single, and both ped on the bag and then sent two
the
Tiger
field
men
split
the
other
• * *
Dunlap and
runners scored on Price's double. men to the bench.
contests.
TO THE RATS belong
much
Milling fanned next, but Price ad- Rusty Cox each drove out a three
* » *
praise and admiration.
These imvanced to the hot corner on the bagger and Martin, W. H. Cox, ManEINKLEA, MACE, AND ROBTN- catchers error. McGill drove Price ning, and Hudgens each singled.
mature Tigers have accomplished
something that made even the older SON took the biggest share of the Price in for the final run by ground- Batteries: Clemson; Cox, and Harcopped. ing out to second. The Tigers scor- mon to Atkinson. Furman; Touchjungle cats sit up and notice. To liberal points the Tigers
The Georgia Tech tennis team
beat Piedmont successively and de- Robbie did the century dash in fine ed again in the fifth round when berry and Jones to Laney.
defeated the Tiger netmen here
Score by Innings:
cisively in the overwhelming way style and showed his true ability Harmon singled. Runt Herror deSaturday, winning four matches to
020 000 000—2 two. Thrower of Clemson, though
that they did was a triumph. Keep as a crack dash man. A Davidson livered nicely with a neat single and Clemson
Furman
002
200
302—
freshman
did
the
utterly
astounding
Pat scored.
it up bud!
We are counting on
playing his first year of intercol—J. K. A. legiate tennis, deefated James of
everyone of you to give somebody feat of outdistancing Robbie and unIn spite of the detrimental score
trouble next spring when the base- officially winning the dash in less the Tigers played a brand of ball
Tech, and deserves much credit for
than 10 seconds. The track team that called forth great praise. Sally
ball candidates have the platform.
this, and for the other good work
is keeping Clemson's record high a- who has been hitting like a demon
• • •
that he has done
in previous
bove the sloughs of mediocrity, and garnered three hits in four tries.
matches.
TWO OLEMSON ATHLETES are great and resounding praise is due
The Clemson team has nothing to
m the limelight at present. FLINT Coach Reed . He has worked tire- For a fielding record the nearer
C
be ashamed of in losing this match
RHEM is going strong with St. lessly with the boys, and it is due gardeners sparked the game up with
double plays.
to their more experienced opponLouis, and he adds new lights to to his excellent guidance that the two irresdescent
BOX SCORE
ents,
for they fought a good fight
his already brilliant career every boys are accomplishing so much.
(Ieinsoii
AB R H PO A E
On last Thursday evening a ban- and accepted defeat in a sportsweek. HOWEVER, we'll be forced
• « •
Herron 2b
4 0 14 3 1 quet was given by the ladies of the manlike manner that characterizes
to admit that JACK REAMES has
4 0 3 2 2 0 Presbyterian Church in the recep- a true Tiger.
WITH YOUR PERMISSION, the Sally 3b
the edge on him when it comes to
Melton, cf
4 0 0 2 0 0 tion rooms of the new Methodi
The scores for the matches were:
accomplishments. Some one in con- writer would like to take this op- Bethea rf
4 10 0 0 0 church in honor of Reverend and Thrower defeated James of Tech
gratulating a new father recently | portunity to call your attention to Murr lb
4 112 10 Mrs. John McSween who are to 4-6, 8-6, 6-3; Strickler of Tech deremarked that to the victors belongs one big boy who hasn't failed to Price
4 112 5 1 leave Clemson at the end of the feated Sanftleben 6-3, 13-11; Jackplace
Clemson
in
a
single
track
the "spoilt", but we feel sure that
Milling If
4 0 0 0 0 0 school term. The banquet was held son of Tech won from Stoney 6-2,
if Jack will just send that kid to meet of the season. To some people McGill c
2 0 0 2 2 0 in the beautiful reception rooms of 6-2; Grant of Tech deefated GoodWinthrop some umpteen years from Walace Roy's athletic achievements Chappell p
0 0 0 0 0 0 the new Methodist church, which ale 6-3, 6-2. Doubles: James and
now that he won't have to worry are well nigh unbelievable. Wallace Harmon p
2 110 3 1 were offered to the Presbyterians Strickler of Tech defeated Throwover any such facetious statements. ran the 440 at Davidson in slightly Mauldin x
10 0 0 0 0 out of courtesy to Mr. McSween to er and Sanftleben. This gave Tech
over
51
seconds,
and
in
the
Tech
• • •
Relays he ran four 440 yard dashes
show that they too would feel his the meet, so Jackson and Grant deTotals
33 4 72716 2 absence.
THE STATE TENNIS contest bids in almost the same time. The abiliThere
were over
one faulted the last match to Goodale
xBatted for McGill.
to arouse great efforts from all con- ty to make that time in one single
hundred members of the congrega- and Stoney.
testants.
Furman and the Tiger race is beyond most runners' capa- Furman
AB R H PO A E tion present—the largest number
—W. C. B.
3 1 2 10 1 1 of members of the congretation that
racketeers are playing almost on a city, and to repeat this feat several Boylston c
12 0 3 10 has assembled for such a gathering
par. Furman lost to us last week, times in one meet is a record that McGee ss
but they came through Friday and any runner of any heighth of prow- McElveen cf .... 3 1110 0 in several years.
ed of the appreciation of the conHipps lb
5 2 1 11 1 o
beat the Tech team that vanquished ess can be proud of.
The purpose of this banquet was gregation for the services rendered
Galloway, 2b
3 0 2 0 10 to express the loss felt by the con- the church by Mr. McSween, of the
Tilghman rf
3 0 110 0 gregation upon the resignation of good which he has accomplished and
Truluck 3b
3 0 0 0 2
Mr. McSween. Mr. M. E. Bradley the progress which the church has
Schull, lb
2 0 0 0 0 0 representing the officers of
the made under his leadership. In his
Thomas If
10 0 0 0' church acted as Master of Cere- response Mr. McSween stated how
Minnick p
4 12 15 0 monies. Mrs. Burley, representing he had enjoyed serving at Clemson,
the Woman's Auxiliary, told what that the members of the congregaTotals .... 30 7 9 27 11 2 Mr. McSween had meant to the tion had made it a pleasure for him
Clemson .... 03 001000 0—4 ladies' organizations of the church, while here, but
he felt that his
Furman .... 4 0030000 x—7 and how his loss would be felt by services were needed elsewhere.
What promises to be a very deTwo base hits Price,
Harmon, them. Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff talkAt a recent meeting of the Athle—D. H. R.
lightful evening's entertainment will tic Association the following men, Hipps, Galloway. Three base hits
be the play called "Peggy of Tama- upon the recommendation of Coach Boylston. Stolen bases Galloway.
see" presented under the auspices Saunders, were awarded Block Let- Sacrifices McGee 2, McGill. Double
of the Andrew Pickens chapter, D. ters in Basketball:
plays Price to Murr, Sally to Herron
A. R., on Friday evening at seven
F. H. Colbert, C. C. Newman, C. to Murr, Minnick to McGee to Hipps
o'clock in the college chapel.
S. Johnson, E. D. Palmer, R. L. Left on bases Furman 7, Clemson 5.
Prof. Seigler is directing
and Bunch.
Base on balls off Chappell 2, Harstaging the performance and cast
mon 6, Minnick 1. Struck out by
Monograms were awarded:
includes Rev. McSween, Mrs. ColW. F. Woodside, T. L. W. Bailey, Chappell 0, Harmon 2, Minnick lo"
lings, Mrs. Hoke Sloan, Miss Olie ■T. L. Brock, P. B. Austin, C. B. Hits off Chappel 0 in 0 innings, off
Adams, Mrs. Lathrop, Miss Elizabeth Bowling.
Harm in 9 in 9 innings. Hit by pitchHines, Cadet Cross, and Master Wil(Bolyston). Wild
By recommendation
of
Coach er by Harmon
son Newman. The young ladies of Richards the following Freshmen re- pitches Harmon. Winning pitcher
the community
make
attractive ceived numerals in basketball:
Minnick, losing pitcher Chappell.
Tamassee girls.
A. B. Adams, H. M. Allison, H. L. Umpire Owens. Time 2.08.
Light Tan Fun Balloon Slippers, "Tom Wye"
Special features will be music by Eskew. J. N. Harling, W. N. Mar—E. W. C.
Sport
Sweaters,
Arrow Soft Shirts and Collars,
:he Clemson Orchestra, the Y. M. tin, T. F. McGlone, T. B. Midkiff.
". A. quartette, cadet Ross as solo- J. T. Mundy.
Fancy line of Mens Hose.
It isn't what a girl knows that
ist, and the stately minuet danced
—D. H. R. bother us, but how she learned it.
in colonial costume by eight young
—ex
people from Seneca.
A fellow who can't be trusted is
—J. B. C. one who always wants to take things
in his own hands, especially the The saddest words of tongue or pen
Are those which say—You flunked
things that don't belong to him.
again.
Here is the story of Johnny Mc—Ex.
Quire
"That's giving her the air," reWe want you to see our new up-to-date Full
marked
the
Autoist
as
he
pumped
Who ran through the town with
up his tire.
Just a Coupla Radio Bugs
his pants on fire.
Line of Stationery.—Worth a Look when Buying.
First—I got home late last night
He went to the doctor and fainted
He: "Shall we go to a movie?"
with frighr.
and got Montreal.
She: "We don't have to; mother
When the doctor said that his and father are going."
Second—That's nothing.
I got
34th Year at Clemson
end was in sight.
—Ex. home late last night and got He!!.

TEGH TENNIS TEAM
WINS FROM TISERS

PRESBYTERIANS GIVE
AMQUET TO M SWEEN

!. A, R. TO PRESENT
BETTERS AWARDED
PLAY FRIDAY NIGHT TO BAKETRALL

SLOAN B RO S
FOR NEW SPRING GOODS

GOLF BALLS

AND

EQUIPMENT

